
Name ____________________________________
 

 PERIODIC 

 

Directions: Use the Periodic Table of the P
 

1.  Teddy Roosevelt’s presidential number

presidential number (+) George Washin

 

 

________ + ________ - ________  + ____

 

 

2.  The number of Republican presidents

(+) The number of Federalist presidents

 

 

________ - ________ + ________ + __

 

 

3.  Ulysses S. Grant’s dollar bill (–) Abraham Lincoln

Jackson’s dollar bill (–) George Washington

 

 

________ - ________ + ________ - _____

 

 

4.  The number of times Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected

elected (–) The number of times John F. Kennedy was elected

(+) The number of times Barack Obama was elected

 

 

________ + ________ - ________ - ____

 

 

5.  The number of presidents who died in office of natural causes

assassinated (–) The number of presidents who resigned from office

impeached   

 

 

 

________ + ________ - ________ + ____

 

 

6.  The number of presidents who were elected to office two or more times

number of presidents who were elected 

elected to office 

 

 

_________ +  ________ - ________    =

 

Name _________________________________________________   Date __________________  Class ____________

ERIODIC TABLE OF THE PRESIDENTS

Presidential Math 
Periodic Table of the Presidents to complete each math problem. 

number (+) Thomas Jefferson’s presidential number (–) 

George Washington’s presidential number 

___  + ________    =   

Republican presidents (–) The number of Democratic presidents (counting Cleveland once)

presidents (+) The number of Whig presidents 

_______    =   

Abraham Lincoln’s dollar bill (+) Thomas Jefferson’s dollar bill 

George Washington’s dollar bill 

______  - ________     = 

The number of times Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected (+) The number of times Dwight D. Eisenhower was 

The number of times John F. Kennedy was elected (–) The number of times Gerald Ford was elected

The number of times Barack Obama was elected 

______ + ________     = 

The number of presidents who died in office of natural causes (+) The number of presid

The number of presidents who resigned from office (+) The number of presidents who were 

_ + ________    = 

were elected to office two or more times (Don’t forget Cleveland)

lected to office only one time (–) The number of presidents who were never 

= 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_________  Class _______________ 

RESIDENTS 

 Abraham Lincoln’s 

(counting Cleveland once) 

s dollar bill (–) Andrew 

ht D. Eisenhower was 

The number of times Gerald Ford was elected 

The number of presidents who were 

The number of presidents who were 

t forget Cleveland) (+) The 

The number of presidents who were never 

TM 



Name ____________________________________
 

 PERIODIC 

Presidential Math
 

Directions: Use the Periodic Table of the P
 

1.  Teddy Roosevelt’s presidential number

presidential number (+) George Washin

 

 

___26___ + ___3___ - ___16___  + ___

 

 

2.  The number of Republican presidents

(+) The number of Federalist presidents

 

 

___18___ - ___15___ + ___1___ + ___

 

 

3.  Ulysses S. Grant’s dollar bill (–) Abraham Lincoln

Jackson’s dollar bill (–) George Washington

 

 

___50___ - ___5___ + ___2___ - ___20

 

 

4.  The number of times Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected

elected (–) The number of times John F. Kennedy was elected

(+) The number of times Barack Obama was elected

 

 

____4___ + ___2___ - ___1___ - ___0_

 

 

5.  The number of presidents who died in office of natural causes

assassinated (–) The number of presidents who resigned from office

impeached   

 

 

 

____4___ + ___4___ - ___1___ + ___2

 

 

6.  The number of presidents who were elected to office two or more times

number of presidents who were elected 

elected to office 

 

 

___17___ +  ___21___ - ___5___      = 

 

Name _________________________________________________   Date __________________  Class ____________

ERIODIC TABLE OF THE PRESIDENTS

Presidential Math Key 
Periodic Table of the Presidents to complete each math problem. 

number (+) Thomas Jefferson’s presidential number (–) 

George Washington’s presidential number 

___1___    =   

Republican presidents (–) The number of Democratic presidents (counting Cleveland once)

presidents (+) The number of Whig presidents 

_4___    =   

Abraham Lincoln’s dollar bill (+) Thomas Jefferson’s dollar bill 

George Washington’s dollar bill 

20___  - ___1___         = 

The number of times Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected (+) The number of times Dwight D. Eisenhower was 

The number of times John F. Kennedy was elected (–) The number of times Gerald Ford was elected

The number of times Barack Obama was elected 

___ + ___2___          = 

The number of presidents who died in office of natural causes (+) The number of presid

The number of presidents who resigned from office (+) The number of presidents who were 

2___        = 

were elected to office two or more times (Don’t forget Cleveland)

lected to office only one time (–) The number of presidents who were never 

 

14 

8 

7 

9 

33 

26 

_________  Class _______________ 

RESIDENTS 

 Abraham Lincoln’s 

(counting Cleveland once) 

s dollar bill (–) Andrew 

ht D. Eisenhower was 

The number of times Gerald Ford was elected 

The number of presidents who were 

The number of presidents who were 

t forget Cleveland) (+) The 

The number of presidents who were never 

TM 


